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Abstract: Penetration Testing is one of the most important part of organization information security. Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attack inflict a severe threat to the widely utilized internet based services like e-commerce, e-banking, transportation, medicine, education etc.
Hackers exploit the system vulnerabilities for implementing DDoS attacks in order to debase or completely crash the services. In current
years, DDoS attacks have been increased in numbers. Despite the fact that a no. of solutions have been proposed against DDoS attacks but
still protection from a DDoS attack is a challenging issue. Also hackers are constantly upgrading their skills for developing new advanced
attack tools. This paper highlights some of the important DDOS attack methods, tools and simulates an attack over a website running on a
local host. It includes the implementation of DDOS attacks, how to use them and create botnets to attack some website. Different types of
attacks i.e. HTTP Flood, ICMP Flood and TCP SYN Flood can be implemented using the tools which have been used in this paper.
IndexTerms – DDOS, HTTP, Web Server, HOIC, Hping, Nping, Xerxes

I. INTRODUCTION
Internet was emerged in early 1990’s and got commercialized in 1995 and become interactive that changed the communication system. With
each passing day internet is becoming a crucial part of industry and everyday life. Organizations use the client-server architecture for the
transmission of data and security of this data is major concern. With the advancement of internet more and more users started connecting to
it, that did not have any impact on internet performance but there is one issue that internet has and that is security. Hacker communities
around the world use different attacks to exploit any vulnerabilities in the organization applications running over the Internet. DDoS attacks
are one of the most common attacks which are mainly used to disrupt the availability of the application of any organization running over the
Internet. Botnets are used by the attackers to disrupt the services of the target web application. DDoS attacks are implemented through the
well organized, distributed and remotely controlled network so that compromised computers (called zombies or bots) can be used for sending
continuous massive attack requests to the target system(s).[1]
DDoS attacks are difficult to detect as they may seem as genuine packets and also as they are coming via botnet, therefore it’s very difficult
to detect the attacker. Due to these difficulties in detection of the attacker and attack, it is mostly used by attackers to disrupt the network
infrastructures of the organizations. DDoS can also be used as a distraction by the attackers while they have a different motive, they may
want companies to get confused that it is a DDoS attack to disrupt the network resources, but the target is tricked by hackers to steal the data
from their data centers. A very prime example of this sort of attack is when a small ISP from London named “Talk Talk” was attacked by the
hackers. Hackers performed a DDoS attack on Talk Talk and suddenly their web services were disrupted and the accessibility of their
website was disrupted. All the Talk Talk network team went on to troubleshooting the DDoS attack and put their all focus on resolving that
issue while attackers get entry through the backdoor link and steals the customer records from Talk Talk Data Center.
DDoS attacks are increasing every year with attacks over 50Gbps are detected by various service providers. Due to emergence of Cloud and
IoT, botnet is becoming more powerful and hackers get the bigger playground to play with. Mirai Botnet [20], which is one of the largest
botnet ever, was created with the help of routers and Security Cameras. Some of the major targets of Mirai Botnet was cloud related services
like DNS provider Dyn. This, along with millions of MongoDB databases which were hosted in the cloud. According to Symantec, average
organizations use around 900 cloud based applications, while their CIOs think they are using around 30, which leads to large scale of
inconsistency and underestimated level of risk. Attack on Dyn[16][18], also affects large scale companies like Paypal, Netflix and Spotify.
According to Symantec threat report 2017[20], the Necurs botnet was one of the main distributors of malware in 2016 and was responsible
for massive email campaigns distributing JavaScript, VBS, and Office macro downloaders. Necurs primary payload in 2016 was
Ransom.Locky. Other major botnets observed by Symantec were used to spread threats such as Dridex (W32.Cridex), Cerber
(Ransom.Cerber), and Kotver (Trojan.Kotver), as well as Locky.
II. DDoS Attack Types
There are three major types of DDoS attacks :
 Application Layer DDoS attack: These are the attacks[8] which target Softwares like Apache, Windows IIS, or other software
vulnerabilities to generate an attack and disrupt the services.
 Protocol DDoS attack: These types of attacks[15] are made at the protocol level. It includes TCP SYN Flood, Ping of Death etc.
 Volume Based DDoS attack: This type of attack uses ICMP Floods, UDP Floods, etc via spoofed packets.[8]
Some of the most commonly used DDoS attack types include:
1. UDP Flood: It is a DDoS attack that targets with the help of UDP packet flooding. It attacks by flooding on random pots on a
remote host. This makes host repeatedly checks for the application running on that ports and then reply with the Destination
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Unreachable message. This type of attacks can be made on applications using UDP like Video Conferencing Services and
conference application can be disrupted using UDP Flood attack[8].
ICMP (Ping) Flood: It is pretty much similar to UDP Flood attacks, it creates a ICMP Request flood and send it to the target
machine. This type of attack mainly utilize both outgoing and incoming bandwidth, therefore they are mainly performed using
botnets. This type of attack can work on almost all the applications to choke the bandwidth of the network resources[10].
SYN Flood: In TCP SYN Flood attack, attacker sends SYN Floods[10] to the target machine and target machine replies back with
the SYN-ACK and needs a TCP ACK in return from the attacking machine, but attacker never sends that back which results in
target machine stucks in waiting state for all the TCP 3-Way Handshakes. It can be used to choke down applications running TCP
based applications.
Ping of Death: In Ping-of-Death attack, attacker sends flood of malicious pings to the target machine. Attacker sends maximum
sized IP packets to the target and it is split over multiple fragments and on the target end, he has to reassemble all the packets and
when the target ends up with reassembling of packets, it ends up with packet size larger than 65535 bytes(maximum packet size) and
slowly overflow memory buffers are allocated to the packet resulting in DoS attack[9].
HTTP Flood: In HTTP Flood attack, hacker exploits the target by sending HTTP GET or POST requests to web server or web
application. This attack requires less amount of bandwidth than other attacks. Target Machine can be choked by sending hundreds of
requests or by sending lots of Post messages which can disrupt the services of the web application or web site by choking the
bandwidth[10].

III. IMPLEMENTATION
In this paper HPing3, HOIC, Nping and Xerxes are used in a simulated environment where two virtual machines are created, one is running
as Windows XP with XAMPP server installed on it and other one is running as Kali Linux. A website of Punjabi University i.e.
www.punjabiuniversity.ac.in has been copied using HTTRACK Website Copier and added to the apache server under XAMPP server. On
windows7 HOIC is installed and on Kali Linux Xerxes, Hping and Nping are installed. So, mainly the attack is performed on Punjabi
university website simulated under a VM1. IP Address of the VM1 running target website is 192.168.204.128 and used HOIC, Hping3,
Nping and Xerxes to attack the website.

fig 3.1: Overview of attack scenario
Tools used for launching the attack on 192.168.204.128(website) are explained following:
HOIC – High Orbit Ion Cannon is an open source environment to test network stress by flooding target web systems with HTTP GET and
POST requests. The attack started on website over port 80 and with power set to high and status is engaging. 74 bots are used to create a
botnet for attack. After around 15-16 seconds, attack starts to slow down the website response and after around 30seconds, the website goes
down.

fig 3.2 – website to be attacked.
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Hping – hping3 is a command line based tool and can be used to create large scale DDOS attacks with random sources. Hping uses the
command: hping3 –V –c 100000 –d 120 –S –w 64 –p 80 –s 445 –flood –rand-source 192.168.204.128 to start the attack.
HPing performs TCP SYN flood attack on 192.168.204.128, running the website and it slows down the website in around 10 seconds and
disrupt the total web services in around 35 seconds.
Nping- Nping is a command line tool and uses the command: nping –tcp-connect –rate 150000 –c 150000000 –q 192.168.204.128 to attack
the website. Nping takes more time than hping as the web server slows down the services after around 30 seconds and complete website goes
down by around 60 seconds.
Xerxes: Xerxes has to be explicitly downloaded first and then is needed to be compiled using gcc compiler, which then creates a complied
file. After that we can send a HTTP flood attack using this command: ./xerxes 192.168.204.128 80, on website over port 80 which slows
down the site after around 10second and takes down the whole website in around 25 seconds, which is extremely fast.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
So after all the attacks and tools used for, a table is created that shows the comparative analysis of the tools:
Tool Name
Operating
Attack Type
Slows Down
Website
System
Service
becomes
Supported
(Time in
unavailable(Ti
seconds)
me in seconds)
High Orbit Ion
Windows, Linux
HTTP
15
30
Cannon
Xerxes
Linux, Windows
HTTP
10
25

Interface
Type

GUI
CLI

Nping

Linux, Windows

TCP

30

60

CLI

Hping

Linux, Windows

TCP

10

35

CLI

table 4.1 – DDOS tool and attack comparison
The above table shows the comparative analysis of the tools being used to attack the website running on 192.168.204.128. According to the
implementation of attacks, tools can be compared into two major aspects such as service slow down time and website crash time. Service
slow down time is the time at which there is a delay in opening a website. The second one is website crash time i.e the time when website
becomes totally unavailable to the user.
The following figures depict the graphical representation of comparative analysis results:
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fig 4.1: service slow down graph
The above fig 4.1 depicts the service slow down time of tools according to there attack type. The first graph in fig 4.1 is of HTTP attack
performed by HOIC and Xerxes and the second graph is of TCP flood attack performed by Hping and Nping. The X-axis in both the graphs
have tool name and the Y-axis have service slow down time. Both graphs shows that Xerxes and Hping are more fast in slowing down the
service as compared to HOIC and Nping respectively. Xerxes and Hping slows down the service in 10 seconds whereas HOIC took 15
seconds and Nping took 30 seconds.
Below Figure 4.2 depicts the website crash time graph in which the X-axis has the Tool names and Y-axis has the website Crash time (in
sec). First graph formed by HOIC and Xerxes by launching HTTP attack on website shows that Xerxes is more powerful tool than HOIC.

Tool Name
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The second graph formed by Hping and Nping by performing TCP flood attack on website depicts that Hping crashed the website faster than
Nping.
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fig 4.2: website crash graph
V. CONCLUSION
DDOS attacks are rising with every passing day. DDOS tools that are used in this paper can be utilized for performing penetration testing
with DDOS attacks to find out the network issues. DDOS attacks can be launched using different methods which can be either TCP SYN
Flood, HTTP Flood, or ICMP Flood method. HOIC creates a botnet network that performs the DDOS and takes down the website in around
30 seconds. Xerxes and HOIC both are used for HTTP attack. Comparing the two, Xerxes crash the site faster within 25 seconds. Hping and
Nping both are used for TCP SYN flood attack. From these two, Hping crash the site faster within 35 seconds. Out of all the tools tested,
HOIC works on a graphical interface whereas Xerxes, Hping and Nping Works on command line interface.
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